Call to Order
7:03pm

Pledge of Allegiance

Roll call

- Representative Galluzzo: present
- Representative Scerbo: present
- Chair Smith: present

Approvals

Open Forum

Speaker’s Report:
- Speaker Smith: Speaker and Committee Chair Smith introduces himself to the gallery.
- Mentions that the locker issue was proposed by FAU Honors College student, Sacha Franklin-Jeune
- Committee’s job is to facilitate locker process
- Hopes to establish locker program by spring

New Business

Tabled Business

Old Business

Vetoed Business

House Discussion
  - 2nd by Rep. Scerbo
- Students Sacha Franklin-Jeune and Renata Rodrigues introduce themselves
- Renata mentions the students would like lockers for the purpose of storing books.
- Sacha believes that more commuter students would use lockers if given the option.
- Question of whether open cubbies or locked boxes should be used.
- Rep Galluzzo suggests a rental system for locked boxes in Burrow.
Sacha suggests giving Owl Card to the desk and rent-by-the-hour system in the Burrow.
Chair Smith explains that the keys cannot be found for the red lockers in the Burrow. Possibility of purchasing new locks.

Discussion on Pilot Program

  - Chair Smith mentions that lockers would have to be free to some extent as a service provided by SG. Possible register or scanning system for Owl Card to loan out keys for lockers.
- Chair Smith suggests Pilot Program using old lockers vs. a full program with new lockers.
- Renata proposes the preference of a small locker without a 24 hour time restriction.
- A possible online survey to find out interest in lockers is proposed by Sacha.
- Chair Smith reminds the committee that the purpose of this meeting in particular is to decide the goals of the program.
- Suggestion brought up by Renata regarding whether or not the commuter students should buy their own locks in order to avoid paperwork
  - Chair Smith states that if people buy locks, they might "hog" the lockers.

Goals of the Committee

- **Goal 1**: Finding out the interest in the Pilot Program.
  - This would include an online survey, as proposed by Sacha, in order to gauge student interest before and after Pilot Program.
- **Goal 2**: Clean out existing lockers in the Burrow.
- **Goal 3**: Find a location within the Burrow to house the lockers (somewhere viewable by the students).
- **Goal 4**: Purchasing the locks.
  - Rep. Galluzo suggests researching the cost of locks and purchasing appropriate locks. This would include a bill to purchase the locks.

Timeline

- **Meeting Dates**
  - Cleaning out of lockers: 11/19 @ 5pm
  - Meeting on Monday, November 22nd @ 6pm to discuss location for lockers and to present research on locks.
Locker Program: Pilot Program through the entire Spring Semester.
Post Evaluation: Meet after spring semester to discuss pilot program.

Open Forum

Next House Meeting

- Next Committee Meeting: 11/22 @ 6pm in Student Burrow

Final Roll Call

- Representative Galluzzo: present
- Representative Scerbo: present
- Chair Smith: present

Adjournment

- Motion to adjourn by Representative Galluzzo
  - 2nd by Representative Scerbo
- Meeting adjourned at 7:39 pm